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Eula McGill talks about the Bedot system.
Eula McGill talks about efficiency experts and the Bedot system.

Transcript: 

Audio Transcript

Jacquelyn Hall
Do you remember efficiency experts?

Eula McGill
That’s when the Bidot system came in, the stretch-out came in there about that time. The Bidot system, they called it.

Jacquelyn Hall
Bidot?

Eula McGill
Yes, it was a Frenchman named Bidot.

Jacquelyn Hall
You were a part of it?

Eula McGill
Yes, it was part of this business that cut my wages—give us more sides to run and stretched out the weavers. The
weavers were always considered the aristocrats in textile, and I remember they used to talk about they needed roller
skates to watch all their looms, you know. Yes, it was part of the struggles there in the turn there coming into the thirties,
that Bidot system (or stretch-out, we called it).

Jacquelyn Hall
What about spinning? I thought spinning was a fairly skilled task in a textile mill? Is it not one of the. . . ?

Eula McGill
Well, it’s not as skilled as weaving. Weaving’s the most, I think; it was higher paid than any other, as I remember it, among
the jobs. Women mostly, but a lot of men were weavers; very few women, as I remember it, were in weaving. And I tried
to get away from spinning so I could get into something else. I always considered my hands were too big and I was too tall
for a spinner—I had to stoop too much, you see, to get down. I was not cut out to be a spinner. And I never could get
transferred out into nothing else. I asked to be going into winding (felt I could do better) or the warping, where you had to
reach high to take the big spools and put it on this frame, and it run down into a big bin that run the warping to go down
into the weaving room. And I always figured I’d be better off there. It looked sensible to me to put me over in something
like that (me and my height), but I never could talk them into it. I never was able to move; they just wouldn’t transfer you,
hardly.
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